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THE NAME RITUAL: A MARK OF SIGNIFICANCE 

C. JEFF FOSTER 

Abstract: This article engages linguistic analysis, literary criticism, and facets of discourse 
analysis to establish the “name ritual” as a phenomenon, discussing how it imparts significance 
to the person or place marked by it in the Hebrew Bible. This article shows how the phenome-
non is marked in the Hebrew text (a name clause, explanation, and a Leitwort in common 
between the two parts) and how it applies significance to the person or place named in the nar-
rative structure. The result of this study shows the name ritual to be consistent in seventy-four 
of the seventy-five occurrences (1 Samuel 1:20 is the exception). As a rhetorical device it marks 
a person or place as significant to the narrative, with the degree of significance determined by the 
narrative context where the name ritual occurred.  

Key words: oral tradition, composition, naming event, Leitwort, parallelism, rhetorical de-
vice used to mark significance 

 
Names are often understood to contain the essence or character of a person.1 

Most studies of names focus primarily on the etymology and construction of each 
name. Richard Hess, for example, examines the names in Genesis 1–11 and com-
pares them with other Semitic languages.2 Such studies are certainly helpful in un-
derstanding how names are constructed and in what language a name may have 
originated. But these studies may not explain why a name matters in its narrative. 

 Numerous passages contain lists of names, genealogies, and narratives with 
naming. But why should the audience care about some characters over others? As 
many scholars have noted, the most common way for a character or place to re-
ceive a name is using the phrase �:9 followed by -<. There are a total of one hun-
dred eleven occurrences of �:9 followed by -< in the Hebrew Bible.3 In seventy-
four of these occurrences, the character or place name is followed by an explana-
tion clause (usually introduced by '), 0)¡+3, or :/�) and tied together by parallelism 
between the root of the name with the noun, verb, or adjective in the explanation 
clause.4 This paralleled element ties together the two clauses by playing on the 
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sound or root found in the two clauses. Occasionally, the paralleled element is the 
exact phrase, as with the naming of Bethel. 

Though recognizing the occurrence of �:9 followed by -< and explanations 
alongside these occurrences, scholars have viewed the formulation as only the 
“normal” means to give a name. This article argues, however, that when these three 
elements occur, the character or place receiving the name is marked as significant 
to the narrative. This marking rhetorical device, where the name event (“and 
she/he called his/its/that place’s name” X) and an associated explanation for the 
name occur parallel to each other in some way, is what this article calls the “name 
ritual.” When this pattern happens, the character or place is distinguished from 
other elements of the narrative as significant to the narrative. This ritual only marks 
the character or place as significant; it does not reveal to what degree the character 
or place is significant. To establish the degree of significance for a character or 
place, one needs to examine the surrounding narrative. 

The name ritual is a literary and rhetorical feature where every element (nam-
ing, explanation, and parallel agreement between the two) must be present to mark 
the character or place as significant. Thus, the term “ritual” is appropriate because, 
though not in the physical sense like a priestly ritual, it requires several elements to 
be present that will alert the audience to take note of character or place, even if 
only briefly.  

This article aims to establish that the name ritual exists and that it marks for 
the audience that a character or place is significant. Two points thus need to be 
argued: 1. The proto-form of the name ritual developed from an oral cultural con-
text and was adopted as a rhetorical device used to mark significance in the written 
tradition. 2. The name ritual is consistently grammatically constructed. To accom-
plish this task, this article first traces a brief history of orality and literacy in ancient 
Israel, noting key elements that provide the groundwork for a rhetorical device like 
the name ritual to work. Second, this article examines the structure of the name 
ritual and the context in which it manifests. Finally, to provide a framework for 
evaluating the other occurrences in the Hebrew Bible, this article looks at three 
cases in which the name ritual marks individuals as significant and discusses how 
these characters relate to the immediate context in the narrative. 

I. ESTABLISHING THE NAME RITUAL 

1. Orality and composition of the name ritual. Before discussing the form and struc-
ture of the name ritual, the conditions that contributed to its development need to 
be examined. This section will explore orality as it relates to the passing down of 
tradition in ancient Israel and the need for such rhetorical devices to preserve the 
tradition. By utilizing the rhetorical device through oral transmission, the names of 
significant Hebrew ancestors and places are ingrained in the cultural memory. 

Form critics and tradition-history scholars have relied heavily on the assump-
tion that an oral tradition lies behind much of the content of biblical texts. In his 
book Oral Tradition in Ancient Israel, Robert Miller describes this reliance, stating that 
“for over a century since Herman Gunkel first suggested that behind the written 
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Pentateuchal sources of Julius Wellhausen and the Documentary Hypothesis lay 
oral traditions, biblical scholars have spoken of oral tradition.”5 Gunkel’s observa-
tion paved the way for form criticism to make progress with the proposal of oral 
forms behind the sources used to compose the Pentateuch. Miller notes that in 
recent years oral tradition has become more loosely defined and controversial.6 The 
controversy is centered around the supposed simplicity of oral cultures and the 
complexity of literate cultures. 

Susan Niditch warns against dichotomizing ancient Israel between rural and 
urban. She argues that the assumption that “the monarch brings a state, urbaniza-
tion, schools and writing” as culture develops from oral to literate is fundamentally 
misguided because “this diachronic approach to orality and literacy devalue[s] the 
power of the oral cultures and misconstrue[s] the characteristics of orally composed 
and oral-style works.”7 For Niditch, there is no reason to doubt the sophistication 
of oral cultures, since the world in which ancient Israel existed was non-literate.8 

The extent of literacy in ancient Israel is widely debated. Some scholars hold 
that the presence of “write” and “read” found in the Bible presumes the ability to 
do so. Christopher Rollston rejects this assertion by suggesting that there was liter-
acy only among the elites, that is, the Bible is not necessarily written for the com-
mon man in ancient Israel but rather by elites to elites.9 Other scholars, like Seth 
Sanders, argue that the Bible is a book for the people and by the people. Sanders 
proposes this idea in his book The Invention of Hebrew, arguing that the language of 
the Bible is unique compared with other ancient letters, works, or literature. In sum, 
the Bible takes the kingly “he” and turns to directly address the plural “you.”10  

William Schniedewind argues for a mediating position that widespread literacy 
in ancient Israel did not emerge as a cultural moment until the reign of Hezekiah. 
To Rollston’s point, Schniedewind acknowledges that the scribal class was certainly 
responsible for the written Hebrew conventions that reflect the speech community 
only to a degree.11 But Schniedewind posits a cultural moment of urbanization that 
allowed for widespread literacy to take place. This Golden Age started during the 
reign of Hezekiah, which culminated with Josiah’s reforms, to reunify Israel and 
preserve tradition presumably through writing.12 Schniedewind supports his thesis 
further by noting that since ancient Israel before the seventh century BCE was 
mostly non-literate, the Golden Age ushered in the necessary developments to 
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produce scribal schools (urbanization) which in turn produced competent readers 
and writers within the society.13  

Significant for the present project is the process by which the oral stories 
(tradition) transition from an oral culture to a written culture, and more specifically, 
how oral forms are preserved in written texts. The starting point is that oral tradi-
tion is preserved for generations before being written down, which requires various 
rhetorical devices, like the name ritual, to maintain the tradition from one genera-
tion to the next. Thus, Israel producing “oral literature—the songs and stories, 
proverbs and folktales of traditional society” is the prerequisite of written forms 
preserved in the Hebrew Bible.14 Oral formulas were utilized by ancient Israel to 
help preserve the tradition in ways that were memorable to the people.  

The preservation of oral tradition is a process that requires time. Jan Vansina 
in his book Oral Tradition as History explores this reality by examining many differ-
ent cultures and the use of oral tradition to preserve their cultural heritage. For 
Vansina, “the expression ‘oral tradition’ applies both to a process and to its prod-
ucts.”15 The development of oral tradition as a history for various cultures func-
tions primarily as a tool to preserve cultural identity. Oral tradition, then, exists as 
information within a memory and is recalled as needed. Seth Sanders nuances this 
further, arguing that oral tradition “is tied not to history but a primal political col-
lectivity.”16 The same political and cultural information therefore “forms a vast 
pool, one that encompasses the whole of inherited culture—for culture is what is in 
the mind. It is a pool that is essential to the continuity of culture and the reproduc-
tion of society from generation to generation.”17 For ancient Israel, this oral tradi-
tion is certainly the cultural memory that solidifies them as a people. So, to preserve 
their culture, rhetorical devices are employed, like the name ritual, to help remem-
ber and pass down their stories.  

Essential to the name ritual is repetition of word roots and concepts. More 
broadly for oral tradition, repetition is useful for transmission of the tradition for 
both the one handing down the tradition and the recipient of the tradition. Niditch 
explains the usefulness of repetition, stating, 

Repetition is not a simple-minded stylistic device that allows an audience to fol-
low a story that is heard rather than read or that offers a composer a quick way 
to create content without varying the vocabulary or the syntax. Repetition is a 
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means of metonymically emphasizing key messages and moods in a work of lit-
erature as in a musical composition. The repeated frames in Genesis 1, for ex-
ample, create the impression of a magisterial and in-charge deity whose word is 
all powerful, whose creations are firmly rooted, solid, and integrated. The pro-
cess of creation and the overturning of chaos is inevitable and builds surely and 
confidently to the creation of humanity, the capstone of the process. Repetition 
itself is metonymic for the process of becoming.18 

Niditch rightly observes that repetition emphasizes key messages within the work 
of literature. Her observation applies more broadly to oral tradition and the repeti-
tion of themes or formulas as well. One might recall the use of the Exodus motif 
throughout the Psalms or the creation motif from Genesis found in Isaiah, as Ger-
hard von Rad observed. If the repetition of key themes, motifs, or stories is essen-
tial to emphasis for written works, how much more is repetition essential to pre-
serve oral tradition? These repetitions also function on a secondary level by draw-
ing the attention of the audience. The repetition of sounds and the shared root via 
parallelism communicate emphasis.19  

The emphasis produced by repetition in the name ritual provides a mnemonic 
method for memorizing the significant characters in the narrative. For example, the 
naming of Seth is easily remembered because his name is related to the explanation 
in Genesis 4:25: ' �V = �f L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �k �# 0 �'   �9 L� �: �! ' �V + �� �! = �% �k : �% �� 3 �: �$ -' �!Y �� ' �+¡= �f . 
Seth’s name (= �f) and the verb in the explanation clause share a root: ='f (to set, 
stand, place, appoint). The obvious play here is both phonetic, sheth and shath, and 
orthographic =<. Eve names him Seth “for God has appointed (= �f) to me another 
offspring in place of Abel, because Cain killed him.” In the earliest stages of oral 
transmission, the shared root in both Seth’s name and the verb helps the hearer to 
remember Seth’s name.20 

Thus, the nature of oral tradition and its preservation are the necessary pre-
conditions for the name ritual to emerge in the early developmental stages. Howev-
er, as Sanders warns, reconstruction of oral traditions is a dubious endeavor reliant 
upon form and source critical reconstructions that lack evidence of the earliest 
forms of oral traditions. Rather, these reconstructed traditions are informed by later 
written traditions, casting doubt on their origins.21 Taking the critique of Sanders 
seriously, it is impossible to know exactly what the form of the name ritual would 
have been at the purely oral level. Therefore, there is no need to attempt a recon-
struction of its initial development to the present written form preserved in the 
Hebrew Bible. The addition of the explanation element to the name event (which 
creates the name ritual) is evidence of final compositional work that emphasizes 
characters throughout the narrative.22 This is not to say every occurrence of an 
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explanation within a naming event is the result of compositional activity, but that 
the consistency in contexts where the name ritual occurs seems to suggest uniform 
editorial activity. Therefore, the compositional form that is recorded in the Hebrew 
Bible preserves the features of a mnemonic rhetorical device to build a stronger 
link for the names emphasized. 

Since an analysis of the proto-name ritual is impossible to conduct, an analysis 
of the form as it is preserved in the written text is the best way to establish how it 
functions in the narrative. Because the name ritual occurs in seventy-five cases, the 
sample size is large enough to test for consistency in usage and function. Whether 
this rhetorical device is employed by reciting the text from memory or reading the 
text, the rhetorical effect still obtains, namely, distinguishing individuals and places 
from the other elements within the narrative to elevate their significance. 

The context that allowed for the development of the name ritual as a rhetori-
cal marker is certainly the oral culture of ancient Israel. The oral traditions have 
been preserved at some level through the composition process in the written text 
tradition. This recognition is something akin to Sailhamer’s “compositional ech-
oes,” in that during the compositional process the use of -f �:9 (he called [the] 
name) to introduce the name clause attached to an explanation (usually introduced 
by :/�/0)¡+3/') [because/thus/he said]) is an intentional addition to some charac-
ters or places and not others.23  

The name ritual enhances the audience’s understanding of the character or 
place by repetition. When the name ritual occurs, the audience is immediately 
drawn into that character’s life or the history of a place. Simply put, the audience 
now knows more about that character than about the others present within the 
immediate context, which links the audience to that character or place, even if only 
briefly. As Niditch observes, “Such familiar phrases bring with them a meaning 
beyond the immediate content of the literary context, enriching the passage with 
the larger implications of the tradition and with essential denotators of a culture’s 
worldviews.”24 Such imbuement of significance is what the name ritual does.  

2. Recognizing the name ritual: the structure. The grammatical structure of the name 
ritual consistently occurs as follows: the verb �:9 “to call” is followed by -f 
“name” in one clause (name clause, NC), and an explanation clause (EC) generally 
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the poems in Genesis 49, Numbers 24, and Deuteronomy 32–33 and the intentional compositional 
work related to repetition of elements pointing to a Davidic king from Judah illustrate how composi-
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introduced by '), 0)¡+3, or :/� “because, thus/therefore, or he said” contains a 
noun, noun phrase, verb, or adjective that shares a root with the name. The name 
clause provides the actual account of “calling” the name. The explanation clause 
gives the reason for the name. “Explanation” is a better term than “commentary,” 
since commentary may imply later exegetical additions to the narrative. Though 
such exegetical additions are not in question, since they certainly occurred, a goal of 
the label is to avoid focusing on stages of development and look at narrative as it is 
in the Hebrew Bible. Therefore, the terms “name clause” and “explanation clause” 
should be sufficient to describe two of the three components of the name ritual. 

The name ritual’s third component is the element that not only connects the 
NC and EC, but also is shared by them. The term Leitwort fits well here. Rosenberg 
explains that the concept of Leitwort is “a pattern of plays throughout the story on 
the roots.… This type of verbal echo is called a Leitwort (leading word), and often 
supplies important keys to the meaning of the text, often binding texts located far 
apart and with roots that have metathesized.”25 Rosenberg relies on the concept of 
Leitwort to show how the narrative as a whole is connected by these leading words. 
Though the name ritual is only secondarily concerned with the surrounding narra-
tive, the concept of Leitwort is sufficient to refer to the connection between the NC 
and EC. The primary focus of the name ritual is the immediate relationship be-
tween the NC and EC that the Leitwort establishes, linking the two clauses morpho-
logically, phonetically, and syntactically. 

The syntax of the name ritual has two variations. Out of its seventy-five oc-
currences, fifty times the NC is followed by the EC. This is the normative order.26 
Twenty-five times the order is inverted where the EC precedes the NC.27 Despite 
the elements of the name ritual changing order, the emphasis on the character or 
place receiving the name is still intact. Ten times among all occurrences, the NC 
and EC are separated by verses or a chapter.28 Like inversion, this separation does 
not diminish the significance of the character or place but may suggest a necessity 
in following the narrative as a unit connected by the Leitwort (especially in the Isaac 
narrative; see below).  

Another feature of the name ritual is the parallelism between the NC and EC. 
Parallelism is often associated with biblical poetry as a feature of poetic style or 
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21:31; 22:14; 25:26, 30; 26:20, 22; 27:36; 29:32; 30:24; 31:49; 32:29; 32:31; 33:17; 35:7–8, 10–11, 15; 
41:51�52; 50:11; Exod 2:10, 22; 17:7; 18:3–4; Num 11:3, 34; Judg 18:29; 1 Sam 1:20; 7:12; 1 Kgs 16:24; 
Isa 7:14; Hos 1:4, 6, 9; 1 Chr 4:9; 7:23. 

27 Instances of inversion (EC > NC): Gen 29:33–35; 30:6, 8, 11, 13, 18, 20; 32:3; 38:29; Exod 15:23; 
Num 21:3; Josh 5:9; Judg 1:17; 15:17; 2 Sam 5:17; 6:8 (lacks -f); Ezek 20:29; 1 Chr 14:11; 2 Chr 20:26. 

28 Instances of separation of NC and EC by verses or chapters whether inverted or not: Gen 17:17, 
19; 18:12; 21:3, 6; 28:19 (inverted); 31:47–48; 35:17–18 (inverted); Deut 25:9–10; Josh 7:25a, 26b (invert-
ed); Judg 2:4–5; 15:18a, 19d; 2 Sam 12:24–25; Isa 7:14; 8:3–4, 10.  
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essential to poetic works.29 However, Adele Berlin has argued in her book The Dy-
namics of Biblical Parallelism that parallelism should be viewed not only as a primary 
feature of poetry, but as a feature within biblical literature more broadly. Berlin 
notes that parallelism can function on two levels, the word level and the line or 
clause level, and can involve one of four types: grammatical, lexical, semantic, or 
phonological.30 Normally, parallel lines occur next to each other, but can be sepa-
rated by space (as with the separated manifestation of the name ritual). Berlin de-
fines parallelism as the phenomenon whereby  

the same word pair or sound pair may appear in parallel lines, or in combination 
within the same line or at a greater distance from one another, no matter if the 
passage is prose or poetry. They are thus to be regarded as part of the same 
phenomenon of parallelism.… Parallelism, juxtaposition, and collocation are all 
part of the same phenomenon of combining elements which are in some way 
linguistically equivalent. This is what I mean by parallelism.31 

This understanding of parallelism gives greater insight into the grammatical struc-
ture of the name ritual where it occurs. Most often the Leitwort between the NC 
and EC are of different classes, which Berlin categorizes as substantive (noun, ad-
jective, adverb) // verb.32 Most instances of the name ritual have the noun (name) 
repeat in the explanation in a related verbal form, which fits Berlin’s criteria. Below 
is a display that showcases the normative, inverted, and separated clauses as well as 
the parallelistic features between the NC and EC. 
 
Normative: 

 
NC: And the name of the second he called Ephraim (“doubly fruitful”)33 
EC: because God has caused me to be fruitful in the land of my affliction  
Leitwort: fruitful  

 
This normative example shows how the name ritual typically appears in the 

Hebrew Bible. Syntactically, the name clause precedes the explanation clause. Jo-
seph calls his second son “Ephraim” because, he says, “God has caused me to be 
fruitful in the land of my affliction.” The shared root !:6 keeps these clauses con-

                                                 
29 For opposite sides of the debate, see F. W. Dobbs-Allsopp, On Biblical Poetry (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2015), and James L. Kugel, The Idea of Biblical Poetry: Parallelism and Its History (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1981). 

30 Adele Berlin and L. V. Knorina, The Dynamics of Biblical Parallelism, rev. ed., Biblical Resource Se-
ries (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2008), 28–29. 

31 Berlin and Knorina, The Dynamics of Biblical Parallelism, 29. 
32 Berlin and Knorina, The Dynamics of Biblical Parallelism, 34–35, 53–56. 
33 For the formulas, I have emphasized several parts in English for illustrative purposes. Words in 

bold correspond to the name in the name clause and verb in the explanation clause, both of which share 
the Leitwort. Words that are underlined correspond with the naming event: �:9 “to call.” And words 
that are italicized correspond with the beginning of the explanation clause denoted by :/�/0)¡+3/'). 
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nected conceptually and semantically. The clauses also form a parallelism on the 
grammatical level, playing on !:6 in both nominal and verbal forms, respectively.  
 
Inverted:  

 
EC: and she said, “This time I will praise Yahweh” 
NC: therefore she called his name Judah (“praised”) 
Leitwort: praise 

 
The inverted name ritual shares exactly the same features as the normative 

except for the inversion of the name clause and explanation clause. Genesis 29:35 
demonstrates how the explanation can be fronted before the name clause. The EC 
starts with : �/�� k �# and provides the explanation “This time, I will praise Yahweh.” 
The name clause, in this case introduced by 0 �V¡+ �4, provides the parallel to the EC, 
which is Leah’s “praise” naming the child Judah. The Leitwort is !�' which again 
shares a syntactic parallel between the verb and noun.  

 
Separated: 

 
EC: and when the angel of the Yahweh had spoken these words to all the sons of 
Israel, the people lifted their voice and they wept. 
NC: and they called the name of that place Bokim (“weeping”) and they sacri-
ficed there to Yahweh. 
Leitwort: weep 
  
In ten instances, whether normative or inverted, the name ritual occurs where 

the NC and EC are separated from each other. Usually, this separation occurs be-
tween a verse or two, but can be separated by a chapter (e.g., Isaac). This example 
from Judges 2:4–5 helps illustrate the relationship between the EC and NC despite 
being split between two verses. In this case, the passage is explaining the name of a 
place, Bokim. In the preceding narrative, an angel reports that the people have been 
unfaithful by making covenants with the inhabitants of Canaan. So, the Lord will 
not drive out the inhabitants of the land. The people respond by weeping loudly. 
Verse 5 concludes the name ritual by indicating that the people named “that place 
Bokim.” Again, there is a Leitwort, !)�, which both clauses share despite the separa-
tion. As Berlin argues, the space between the two parallel elements need not cancel 
the effect, but instead enhances the passage at the deeper, structural level.  
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Use of the name ritual as a rhetorical form not only enhances the narrative 
structure through parallelism of the shared Leitwort, but also utilizes an explanation 
clause to signify for the audience that the character is to be distinguished from oth-
er characters in the narrative. The relative importance of the character signified is 
then evaluated throughout the rest of the narrative. Thus, the audience is informed 
by the name ritual to pay attention to the character or place, if only for a few verses. 
Therefore, without the explanation clause, the name ritual does not exist. The next 
section shows that the normal means of expressing names and naming is without 
the explanation clause, making addition of the explanation clause intentional. 

3. The explanation as an intentional addition. As mentioned above, the name ritual 
contains three elements: the name clause, the explanation, and a Leitwort that links 
them. What is argued below is that the explanation clause is an intentional addition 
to distinguish the named character or place from other elements within the narra-
tive. If the name ritual has a specific intended use—signifying importance for the 
audience—then the name ritual cannot be the typical way the Hebrew Bible ex-
presses the naming of individuals or places. 

In the Hebrew Bible, thousands of names are recorded, including repeated 
names in genealogies. Out of this vast number only a portion are related to an actu-
al naming event. Only one hundred ten of these instances have some identification 
“called his name X” or “called the name of that place X.” Seventy-five of the one 
hundred ten naming events include an explanation (the name ritual). The typical 
way in which the calling of a name occurs is either indirectly through the toledoth or 
by the name clause without the explanation.  

The toledoth lists usually follow a variation of “X begets Y.”34 In Genesis 10, 
the toledoth introduces a different list pattern “X’s sons (are) a, b, c …” and will 
occasionally elaborate on various characters (e.g., Genesis 10:8 with Nimrod, 
though the name ritual is not present). Other name lists occur in Kings and Ezra-
Nehemiah but are generally lists of names without any explanation or formal “call-
ing of the name.” 

The second iteration of “calling a name” occurs when �:9 and -f are pre-
sent together but are not followed (or preceded) by an explanation clause.35 The 
following names help to illustrate: Moab (Gen 19:37: � ��L/ L/ �f � �: �9 �k �#), Ben-Ammi 
(19:38: ' �] �4¡0 �C L/ �f � �: �9 �k �#), Esau (25:25:  L/ �f K� �: �9 �Q �##   �g �4 ), Er (38:3:  L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �#
:   �4), Onan (38:4: 0Û   �1L� L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �k �#), and Shelah (38:5: ! �+ �f L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �k �#). In 
each one of these instances, the reason for the child receiving his name is not given. 
In fact, Esau’s name is given without an explanation while Jacob’s name will have 
both the name clause and explanation one verse later. Additionally, the word ' �1L/ �� �� 
occurs in the clause preceding Esau’s official naming but is not related to him until 
later in Genesis 25:29, where both a name clause and explanation clause are present 

                                                 
34 C. John Collins, Genesis 1–4: A Linguistic, Literary, and Theological Commentary (Phillipsburg, NJ: 

P&R, 2006), 204–5. 
35 For an explanation on how to identify proper names, especially in Genesis 1–11, see Hess, Studies 

in the Personal Names of Genesis 1–11, 5–12. 
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for Edom. This type of “naming event,” �:9 and -f without an explanation, is the 
most common way of giving names to people or places.36 

As mentioned above the name clause without an explanation is the most 
common way to give names to people or places. Every occurrence of the name 
ritual has a name clause. So, it is reasonable to assume that the name event came 
first, and then was modified by the addition of an explanation to further mark that 
character or place for the audience as a result of later compositional activity. 

The chart below shows the functions of the three types of name occurrences. 
 

Occurrence: Mention (Lists) Name Event Name Ritual 

Significance: Informational Necessary for the 
Narrative

Significant to the 
Narrative

 
After the addition of the name ritual at some point in the compositional history, 
the listed names without a name event are generally for informational purposes. 
The genealogies of Cain, Esau, and Ammon are examples of this type of list. This 
does not mean that the lists are not useful or necessary to the composition, but 
only that the lists are not marked for different reasons than the other two types. If 
most names are listed, then the existence of a naming event is a distinguishing mark 
from the regular toledoth or name lists, especially in the early stages. The addition of 
an explanation further distinguishes the character or place from the rest of the ele-
ments in the narrative. It would seem appropriate then to consider the addition of 
the explanation as further compositional activity to distinguish between the most 
significant characters and necessary characters in the narrative.  

II. EXAMPLES OF THE NAME RITUAL 

Due to space constraints all instances of the name event and name ritual can-
not be examined. The following three examples illustrate how the name ritual func-
tions within the narrative context. Additionally, the following examples of Seth and 
Enosh, Noah, and Ishmael and Isaac will demonstrate that the explanation clause is 
intentional to mark the character for the audience as most significant to the narra-
tive context in which they are found. 

1. Seth and Enosh (Gen 4:25–26). Returning to the example of Seth, a compari-
son between 4:25 and 4:26 shows how the addition of the explanation is intentional. 
These verses serve as a perfect example since both a name ritual and a name event 

                                                 
36 There are thirty-five occurrences of �:9 and -f without an explanation: Gen 2:20; 4:26; 16:15; 

19:37–38; 25:25; 30:21; 38:3–5; 38:30; 41:45; Exod 17:15; Num 32:42; Deut 3:14; Judg 1:26; 13:24; 2 Sam 
12:24; 18:18; 1 Kgs 7:21; 2 Kgs 14:7; Isa 9:5; Job 42:14; Ruth 4:17; Dan 10:1; 1 Chr 7:16; 2 Chr 3:17. 
Only once (the naming of Abimelech) in Judges 8:31 is there a name given without an explanation but 
using -'g instead of �:9:  �/' �� �� L/ �f¡= �� - �g �Q �#T �+ . 
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occur next to each other.37 Verse 25 has the name ritual, while verse 26 has simply 
a name event.  

 ' � �V = r �f L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �k �#  �f0 �'   �9 L� �: �! ' �V + �� �! = �% �k : �% �� 3 �: �$ -' �!Y �� ' �+¡=  (Gen 4:25) 

! �#! �' - �f �C �� : �9 �+ + �%K! $ � �� fL r1 �� L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �# (Gen 4:26) 

(Gen 4:25) And she called his name Seth because “God has appointed to me 
another offspring in place of Abel, because Cain killed him” 

(Gen 4:26) And he called his name Enosh; at that time [people] began to call 
upon the name of Yahweh. 

 
These verses show that the addition of an explanation clause does not occur 

in every instance. Moreover, this helps to show that the addition is intentional. As 
discussed above, Seth’s name = �f and the verb in the EC share the Leitwort ='f. 
Various commentaries address Seth’s name. Bill Arnold, John Collins, Franz 
Delitzsch, Victor Hamilton, Richard Hess, and Gordon Wenham all note the sound 
play between Seth’s name and the verb = �f.38 However, only Hamilton links Seth’s 
naming to Eve’s explanation by contrasting it to Eve’s explanation of Cain’s name: 
“The explanation Eve provides at the birth of Seth focuses on God.”39 Despite this 
connection, none of the commentaries mentioned above catch the consistent usage 
of these explanation clauses even while discussing the intricacies of Hebrew gram-
mar. Additionally, each commentary treats Enosh with the same method, namely 
breaking down the etymology and how it applies to the verse.  

At the structural level, the two verses are practically identical. Both verses are 
divided into two clauses. The first is a name clause, which the Masoretes mark with 
an ҵatnah on Seth and Enosh. The following clause has l egarmeh on kî and ҵaz re-
spectively. Despite the disjunction, Seth’s name clause subordinates the following 
explanation clause by using the conjunction kî.40 Enosh’s name clause, however, 
does not relate to the second clause as closely. The adverb ҵaz denotes a separate 
event related to a verbal phrase. So the second clause, which is not an explanation, 
in verse 26 can be rendered either “[people] began to call on the name of Yahweh” 

                                                 
37 The sons of Israel are also marked by the name ritual: Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Dan, Naph-

tali, Gad, Asher, Issachar, Zebulun, Joseph, and Benjamin. Joseph’s sons, Manasseh and Ephraim, are 
marked as well. However, Dinah, Jacob’s daughter, is not marked. She has only the name event without 
an explanation. If my observations are correct, then this is because the final editor is emphasizing fur-
ther the tribes of Israel, while also not forgetting about Dinah.  

38  Bill T. Arnold, Genesis, NCBC (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 82; Franz 
Delitzsch, A New Commentary on Genesis, trans. Sophia Taylor (Minneapolis: Klock & Klock, 1978), 1:201. 
Hamilton notices Eve’s explanation but does not comment further on it. See Victor P. Hamilton, The 
Book of Genesis: Chapters 1–17, NICOT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1990), 242–43; Gordon J. Wenham, 
Genesis 1–15, WBC 1 (Waco, TX: Word, 1987), 115. Letitia Jeffreys also notes the connections between 
sounds and the names. However, her work focuses on the etymology of names, not commenting on the 
context in which they occur. For her notes on Seth and Enosh, see Jeffreys, Ancient Hebrew Names, 13–14. 

39 Hamilton, The Book of Genesis: Chapters 1–17, 242. 
40 Delitzsch, A New Commentary on Genesis, 1:201. 
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or “he began to call on the name of Yahweh.”41 The first translation distances the 
adverbial clause from the NC, while the second translation relates the two clauses 
as a continuation of the narrative. The name ritual, however, distinguishes Seth 
from Enosh in the larger narrative.  

Enosh is necessary to the narrative as Seth’s son by virtue of being one of 
Abraham’s ancestors. However, Genesis 4 and 5 make clear that Seth’s line is being 
distinguished from Cain’s. As is clearly seen in the text above, Seth’s naming has 
the full ritual and Enosh has only the event. The author is drawing attention to Seth 
which will play out through the toledoth to Noah. As further evidence of this, Gene-
sis 5:3 has Adam name Seth without an explanation (so the name event). But 
Enosh in Genesis 5:6 follows the toledoth as expected without a name event. At the 
compositional level, Seth has already been marked for the audience in chapter 4, so 
there is no need to repeat the name ritual. By keeping the name event on Seth in 
chapter 5, Seth is clearly distinguished from the rest of Adam’s children and his 
own children until Noah. 

2. Noah (Gen 5:29). Like Seth and Enosh, Noah’s name occurs in a list of ge-
nealogies. Scholars have long since noticed the shift in genealogical formulation to 
highlight individuals within genealogies. Wenham states that Genesis 5:29 “breaks 
the regular pattern of the genealogy, and it is therefore most likely an editorial in-
sertion into ‘the book of the family history of Adam’ (5:1).… I prefer to ascribe it 
to the final editor.”42 As has been noted above, the addition of the explanation is a 
compositional edit, which fits Wenham’s observation. Bill Arnold also notes that 
position within the genealogy and breaking the pattern of the genealogy are em-
phatic.43 Commentaries focus on Enoch as the shift from the genealogy, since addi-
tional information is given that breaks the pattern. But Enoch’s genealogy still fol-
lows the pattern: “Enoch was 65 years old when he fathered Methuselah.” The 
next two verses give additional information. 

But Genesis 5:28 breaks the pattern in a different way stating that Lamech fa-
thered a son. The normal pattern in Genesis 5, including Enoch, is “X was [age] 
when he fathered Y.” But in 5:28 the word “son” is used instead of a name. Then 
verse 29 uses the name ritual to emphasize Noah: 

 �́ �1 L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �# :NC 
! �#! �' I �: �:   �� : �f �� ! �/ �� �� �!¡0 �/ K1' �� �' 0L� �c �4 �/K K1 �g �4 �]   �/ K1 �/ �% �1 �' ! �$ :�/� �+ :EC 

 
NC: And he called his name Noah 
EC: saying this [one] will give us rest from our work and the toil of our hands 

because of the ground which Yahweh has cursed. 
                                                 

41 Arnold renders this verse “people began to call.” Arnold, Genesis, 76. Delitzsch renders this as 
“then to declare the name of Jahveh was begun.” Delitzsch, A New Commentary on Genesis, 1:202–4. 
Hamilton renders this as “and men began to ...” Hamilton, The Book of Genesis: Chapters 1–17, 242–44; 
Wenham renders this phrase as “At that time people began to ...” Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 115–16. 

42 Wenham, Genesis 1–15, 129. 
43 Arnold, Genesis, 87–89. 
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The Leitwort is a parallelism in sound between -%1 (na-cham) and  �́ �1 (no-ach).44 

No scholar argues that Noah is not significant, as he will be the main character in 
Genesis 6–8. Noah serves as an excellent example of how the name ritual’s expla-
nation is an intentional addition to draw the audience’s attention to a person. Again, 
the name ritual is not showing how significant Noah will be, but that he is indeed 
significant. The rest of the narrative helps to determine the level of significance the 
character receives.  

3. Ishmael and Isaac (Gen 16:11; 17:17, 19; 18:12; 21:3, 6). Ishmael and Isaac are 
ideal examples of how two characters can be marked by the name ritual within the 
same narrative but have different levels of significance. This example further shows 
that the name ritual marks the character as significant, but not how significant. As 
noted above, the rest of the narrative determines the amount of significance.  

Arnold observes the stylized language used in the proclamation of Ishmael’s 
birth and name, noting that “one ingredient of such birth announcements is the 
proclamation of the child’s name, which typically uses popular etymology to ascribe 
significance to the individual.”45 Arnold is quite correct to note this phenomenon, 
but he fails to see throughout his commentary how the “calling of names” principle 
applies more broadly, namely, not just within the proclamations of names but in 
other contexts that employ the name ritual.  

In Genesis 16:11, the angel tells Hagar to name her son Ishmael, using the 
name ritual. Abraham names him Ishmael in Genesis 16:15 with only a name event:  

T �' �1 �4¡+ �� ! �#! �' 3 �/ �f¡' �V +� �4 �/ �f �' L/ �f =� �: �9 �# (name ritual; Gen 16:11) 

+� �4 �/ �f �' : �� �! ! �� �+ �'¡: �f �� L1 �C¡- �f - �: �� �� � �: �9 �Q �# (name event only; Gen 16:15) 

(name ritual; Gen 16:11) And you will call his name Ishmael because Yahweh 
has heard your affliction. 

(name event only; Gen 16:15) And Abram called the name of his son, whom 
Hagar bore, Ishmael. 

 
The Leitwort here is 3/f, which is directly related to Ishmael’s name. In this 

case the root is what is shared between the parallels. Hamilton observes the ety-
mology of Ishmael’s name is problematic due to the use of the Tetragrammaton 
but not suffixed with -yah/-yahu rather -el instead.46 Since the name ritual only re-

                                                 
44 Delitzsch, A New Commentary on Genesis, 1:219; Wenham, Genesis 1�15, 128–29. Hamilton rejects a 

connection between the two words due to difference in root. He offers a possible justification from 
Ezekiel 5:13 where both roots occur together. Taking Wenham’s point, these proper names are not 
scientific, but need only relate to the explanation through one of the parallelistic means mentioned by 
Berlin. For his discussion, see Hamilton, The Book of Genesis: Chapters 1–17, 258–59; Hess only gives 
etymological connections for Noah’s name. Hess, Studies in the Personal Names of Genesis 1–11, 28–29. 

45 Arnold, Genesis, 165. Like Arnold, Wenham notes a birth oracle like Ishmael’s is a “hallmark of 
angelic prediction in the Bible.” Gordon J. Wenham, Genesis 16–50, WBC 2 (Waco, TX: Word, 1994), 10. 

46 Hamilton, The Book of Genesis: Chapters 1–17, 453; Delitzsch notes something similar, but does not 
give any further explanation. See Delitzsch, A New Commentary on Genesis, 2:22. 
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quires a shared Leitwort between the NC and EC, Berlin’s observation of parallelism 
is sufficient to link the two clauses around 3/f. Verse 11, then, fits all the criteria 
as marked by the name ritual, whereas verse 15 is merely a name event. 

Something similar happens for Isaac, but his actual naming is spread over 
several chapters. Isaac’s name is first introduced in Genesis 17:19 preceded by 
Abraham laughing (9 �% �8 �Q �#) when he heard that Sarah would have a child (v. 17). 
God responds in verse 19 with a command (the name event: “you will call his name 
Isaac”): 9 �% �8 �' L/ �f¡= �� �=� �: �9 �#. Subsequently, in Genesis 18:12, Sarah also laughs 
when she hears that she will have a child (! �: �g 9 �% �8 �k �#). This eventually culminates 
with Isaac’s birth, naming, and explanation in Genesis 21:3, 6: 

9 �% �8 �' ! �: �g LX¡! �� �+ �'¡: �f �� L+¡� �+L^ �! L1 �C¡- �f¡= �� - �! �: �� �� � �: �9 �Q �# (Gen 21:3)  

'   �+¡9 �% �8   �' �µ �/�i �!¡+ �V -' �!Y �� ' �+ ! �g �4 9�% �8 ! �: �g : �/�� k �# (Gen 21:6) 

(Gen 21:3) And Abraham called the name of his son who was born to him, 
whom Sarah bore for him, Isaac. 

(Gen 21:6) And Sarah said, “God has made me laugh, all who hear will laugh 
with me.” 

 
As mentioned above, separation between the NC and EC does not necessarily 

negate the link between them. Here the Leitwort is 9%8 and it spans across several 
chapters. Arnold has noted the connections of both Abraham and Sarah laughing 
as the “etiological word play” that establishes Isaac’s name.47 Both Wenham and 
Hamilton observe the possibility that Isaac’s full name was something akin to 
Isaac-el, like Ishmael’s name. However, they both suggest that his name is Isaac “he 
laughs” without a clear subject.48 Arnold, Delitzsch, Hamilton, and Wenham ob-
serve the parallelism between Isaac and Ishmael’s birth proclamation, but all of 
them miss the use of the name ritual form present in both cases.  

Wenham’s discussion of Genesis 21:6 does note for Isaac’s EC that “the 
word play is most obvious here, even though it is not drawn attention to in the 
narrative.”49 Wenham further ties Isaac’s name in earlier passages (with both Abra-
ham and Sarah) to laughter of incredulity as opposed to joy.50 This hardly seems to 
be an issue, since the type of laughter is not the focus, but rather the signification 
of Isaac as the promised seed. Without understanding the name ritual, Wenham’s 
assessment misses the point. If the name ritual is a compositional rhetorical device 
used to draw attention to a character, then Isaac has been emphasized throughout 
the whole section. In fact, the compositional activity that consistently applies the 
name ritual to significant characters throughout the Hebrew Bible presupposes 

                                                 
47 Arnold, Genesis, 180, 195; Delitzsch notes the play on the theme of laughing throughout these 

chapters but does not link it to Isaac in any significant way. See Delitzsch, A New Commentary on Genesis, 
2:37–38, 42–43, 73–74. 

48 Hamilton, The Book of Genesis: Chapters 1–17, 478; Victor P. Hamilton, The Book of Genesis: Chapters 
18–50, NICOT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995), 73–74; Wenham, Genesis 16–50, 26–27, 48, 80–81. 

49 Wenham, Genesis 16–50, 80. 
50 Wenham, Genesis 16–50, 80–81. 
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familiarity with the tradition. Thus, the name ritual is making abundantly clear that 
Isaac (and Ishmael) is significant throughout. Both characters are marked by the 
name ritual: 

 T �' �1 �4¡+ �� ! �#! �' 3 �/ �f¡' �V +� �4 �/ �f �' L/ �f =� �: �9 �# (Gen 16:11 Ishmael’s NC and EC) 

 9 �% �8 �' ! �: �g LX¡! �� �+ �'¡: �f �� L+¡� �+L^ �! L1 �C¡- �f¡= �� - �! �: �� �� � �: �9 �Q �# (Gen 21:3 Isaac’s NC)  

  �i �!¡+ �V -' �!Y �� ' �+ ! �g �4 9�% �8 ! �: �g : �/�� k �#'   �+¡9 �% �8   �' �µ �/  (Gen 21:6 Isaac’s EC) 

(Ishmael’s NC and EC; Gen 16:11) And you will call his name Ishmael be-
cause Yahweh has heard your affliction. 

(Isaac’s NC; Gen 21:3) And Abraham called the name of his son, who was 
born to him, whom Sarah bore for him, Isaac. 

(Isaac’s EC; Gen 21:6) And Sarah said, “God has made me laugh, all who 
hear will laugh with me.” 

 
The presence of the name rituals, however, does not tell the audience how 

significant Isaac and Ishmael are. Rather, the tension of competition (also seen with 
Jacob and Esau) between the brothers builds up until the promise is fulfilled.51 But 
this is only discernable by following the rest of the narrative. Since the rest of the 
narrative favors Isaac over Ishmael in both content and the way the Leitwort is con-
nected over multiple chapters, it is obvious that Isaac is more significant than Ish-
mael. This is exactly the theological point. The name ritual marks them both, since 
they are both significant to the narrative. The rest of the narrative shows Isaac as 
the primary character. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Names are all throughout the Hebrew Bible. Many are simply compiled in 
lists or genealogies, while others are introduced by a name event. Seventy-five times 
these name events also have explanations added to them that draw the attention of 
the audience to the character or place. Though in some cases its clauses may be 
inverted or separated, the name ritual consistently has three elements: the name 
clause (NC), the explanation clause (EC), and the Leitwort that ties the two clauses 
together. The compositional rhetorical use of the name ritual elevates the status of 
the named individuals. As discussed above, this name ritual likely grew from a pro-
to-name event orally transmitted for generations until being written down. Later 
compilers uniformly applied the form to significant characters throughout the He-
brew Bible to mark their significance for future generations. 

The oral culture of ancient Israel provided an excellent context for such a de-
vice to form. The need to distinguish between important details and informational 
details is nothing new. However, the name ritual, where it occurs, applies consist-
ently in the Hebrew Bible. This is obvious evidence of editorial standardization. 
                                                 

51 The same kind of interplay happens with Esau and Jacob. They are both marked and named, but 
Jacob is more significant as the narrative moves forward. In fact, Jacob’s children are marked by the 
name ritual, while Esau’s are only listed. See this article’s appendix. 
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But the purpose of the rhetorical device, as has been sampled above, is to mark 
significant characters and places for the tradition of Israel. This rhetorical device 
helps distinguish Seth from Cain and Noah from the rest of his ancestors. The 
significance, though, is to be determined as the audience engages with the narrative, 
as is the case with Ishmael and Isaac who are both marked by the name ritual.  

In all cases where the name ritual is used, the marked person or place be-
comes more significant to the audience. However, in seventy-four out of seventy-
five cases, the Leitwort is strongly paralleled in the NC and EC. The only case where 
this does not happen is 1 Samuel 1:20. All three elements are present, but the NC 
and EC do not share any type of parallelism. Many scholars have noted the issues 
surrounding Samuel’s name event. Some of the solutions proposed include redac-
tion of Saul to Samuel, a spelling error or scribal error, and analogies to Samson or 
other heroes.52 This article, due to space constraints, cannot discuss this issue. 
However, if the consistency of the other seventy-four occurrences is taken seriously, 
perhaps the subversion of the name ritual by the author is a better solution to ex-
plain why the Leitwort between Samuel’s name clause does not match the explana-
tion given in the passage. More work should certainly be done to see if and how the 
name ritual might solve this problem. 

Whatever the case for 1 Samuel 1:20, the name ritual shows promise in un-
derstanding the final form of the Hebrew Bible and how such a consistently em-
ployed form may be more significant than simple repetition. In fact, this form even 
found its way into the modern Hebrew translation of the New Testament with the 
birth of Jesus: 

  �� �µ' �fL' �K! ' �V �µKf �' L/ �f¡= �� �=� �: �9 �# 0 �C = �� �+�' �' �! �#- �!' �=�� P �% �/ L] �4¡=  (Matthew 1:22) 

  �µKf �' L/ �f¡= �� �=� �: �9 �# (NC) 

- �!' �=�� P �% �/ L] �4¡= �� �µ' �fL' �K! ' �V (EC) 

Leitwort: 3f' (save/salvation)  
(Matthew 1:21) And she will give birth to a son, and you will call his name 

Yeshua for he will save [yoshiya] his people from their sins. 

                                                 
52 For various takes on Samuel’s name, see Peter R. Ackroyd, The First Book of Samuel: Commentary, 

CBC (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971), 26; Keith Bodner, 1 Samuel: A Narrative Commen-
tary, HBM 19 (Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix, 2008), 22–23; Hans Wilhelm Hertzberg, I and II Samuel: A 
Commentary, trans. J. S. Bowden, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1964), 25–26; David Hadley Jensen, 
1 & 2 Samuel, 1st ed., Belief: A Theological Commentary on the Bible (Louisville: Westminster John 
Knox, 2015), 23; Ralph W. Klein, 1 Samuel, 2nd ed., WBC 10 (Waco, TX: Word, 1982), 10; Francesca 
Aran Murphy, 1 Samuel, Brazos (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2010), 16; Peter D. Miscall, 1 Samuel: A Literary 
Reading, Indiana Studies in Biblical Literature (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1986), 14; 
Paola Mollo, An Intratextual Analysis of the Mirroring Birth Stories of Samson and Samuel: Explaining the Narra-
tive Logic of Literary Montage (Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellen, 2015); David Toshio Tsumura, The First Book 
of Samuel, NICOT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2007), 127–28. 
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APPENDIX: NAME EVENTS 

This appendix contains every occurrence where a person or place is receiving 
a name. The chart displays the following information. (1) Each entry is an instance 
where a name is conferred, regardless of whether an explanation clause is included. 
There are other instances where �:9 and -< occur together, such as 2 Samuel 6:2 
concerning the ark: =L� �� �8 ! �#! �' - �f - �f � �: �9 �1. In these instances, the rendering is 
“and it will bear there the name of Yahweh of hosts” or some other variation. 
These instances have been excluded since they do not confer a name, but note only 
that an object is “bearing” a name. (2) Throughout the chart, the Masoretic vowels 
have been included for vocalization purposes in both the NC and EC, but cantilla-
tion accents have been removed. Only some of my proposed Leitwörten (lead words) 
are vocalized if they are significant for connecting the NC and EC, especially in 
cases where full phrases are the common parallel between the two clauses. (3) 
When entries have separation between the NC and EC, the Leitwort will be listed 
with the second entry of the pair. (4) The chart has two sections: List of Person 
Names and List of Place Names. 
 

                                                 
53 This example is included because it shows how �:9 + -< is a common way to “call a name.” 

List of Person Names 
 

Verse Name Clause Explanation Clause Leitwort 

Gen 2:2053 =L/ �f - �� ��   �! � �: �9 �Q �# - - 

Gen 2:23 
(Woman) 

! �i �� � �: �d �' =�� O¡! �% �9 �+ f' �� �/ ' �V f'� 

Gen 3:20 
(Havvah) 

 Lk �f �� - �f - �� ��   �! � �: �9 �Q �#
! �K �%

'   �%¡+ �V - �� ! �= �'   �! �# �! ' �V '%/!'% 

Gen 4:1 
(Cain) 

 0 �' �9¡= �� � �+ �k �# : �! �k �#
: �/�� k �#

! �#! �'¡= �� f' �� ' �=' �1 �9 !19/0'9 

Gen 4:25 
(Seth) 

See also Gen 
5:3 (no  
explanation) 

� �: �9 �k �# = �f L/ �f¡= ��  ' �V + �� �! = �% �k : �% �� 3 �: �$ -' �!Y �� ' �+¡= �f ' �V
ª0 �'   �9 L� �: �!

='f 

Gen 4:26 
(Enosh) 

fL1 �� L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �# - - 
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Gen 5:29 
(Noah) 

 �́ �1 L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �# K1 �/ �% �1 �' ! �$ :�/� �+  K1' �� �' 0L� �c �4 �/K K1 �g �4 �] �/
! �#! �' I �: �: �� : �f �� ! �/ �� �� �!¡0 �/

%K1/-%1 

Gen 16:11 
(Ishmael) 

+� �4 �/ �f �' L/ �f =� �: �9 �# T �' �1 �4¡+ �� ! �#! �' 3 �/ �f¡' �V 3/f 

Gen 16:15 
(Ishmael) 

 L1 �C¡- �f - �: �� �� � �: �9 �Q �#
+� �4 �/ �f �' : �� �! ! �� �+ �'¡: �f ��

- - 

Gen 17:5 
(Abram/ 
Abraham) 

 U �/ �f¡= �� �L3 � �: �d �'¡�� + �#
- �! �: �� �� U �/ �f ! �' �! �# - �: �� ��

U' �k �= �1 - �'LE 0L/ �!¡� �� ' �V  - �: �� ��
- �! �: �� �� 

Gen 17:15 
(Sarai/Sarah) 

' �: �g I �/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �=¡�� + I   �/ �f ! x �: �g ' � �V :g 

Gen 17:19 
(Isaac) 

 �9 �#9 �% �8 �' L/ �f¡= �� �=� �: ...9 �% �8 �Q �#...- �! �: �� ��(Gen 17:17) 

! �: �g 9 �% �8 �k �# (Gen 18:12)

9%8 

Gen 19:37 
(Moab) 

� ��L/ L/ �f � �: �9 �k �# - - 

Gen 19:38 
(Ben-Ammi) 

' �] �4¡0 �C L/ �f � �: �9 �k �# - - 

Gen 21:3 
(Isaac) 

 

 - �! �: �� �� � �: �9 �Q �#
 �! L1 �C¡- �f¡= �� L+¡� �+L^

9 �% �8 �' ! �: �g LX¡! �� �+ �'¡: �f ��

See Gen 21:6 - 

Gen 21:6 

 

See Gen 21:3  -' �!Y �� ' �+ ! �g �4 9�% �8 ! �: �g : �/�� k �#
'   �+¡9 �% �8   �' �µ �/�i �!¡+ �V

9%8 

Gen 25:25 
(Esau) 

#   �g �4 L/ �f K� �: �9 �Q �# - - 

Gen 25:26 
(Jacob) 

 �9 �4 �' L/ �f � �: �9 �Q �#� # �g �4 � �9 �4 �C = �$ �%�� L� �' �# #' �% �� � �8 �' 0 �)¡' �: �%   �� �# �93 

Gen 25:30 
(Edom) 

-L� �� L/ �f¡� �: �9 0 �V¡+ �4 -�� �� �! -�� �� �!¡0 �/ 

See also Gen 25:25

-L� �� 

Gen 27:36 
(Jacob) 

 L/ �f � �: �9 ' �) �! : �/�� Q �#
��9 �4 �'

 �:�) �C¡= �� - �' �/ �4 �6 ! �$ ' �1 �� �9 �4 �QÛ   �#% �9 �+ ' �= �93' 

Gen 29:32 
(Reuben) 

0 ��K� �: L/ �f � �: �9 �k �#  ! �k �4 ' �V ' �' �1 �4 �C ! �#! �' ! �� �:¡' �V ! �: �/   �� ' �V
' �f' �� ' �1 �� �! �� �'

!�: 

Gen 29:33 
(Simeon; 
inverted) 

0L3 �/ �f L/ �f � �: �9 �k �#  ' �)�1 �� ! ��K1 �g¡' �V ! �#! �' 3 �/ �f¡' �V : �/�� k �#
 �Q �#! �$¡= ��¡- �E ' �+¡0 �k

3/f 
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Gen 29:34 
(Levi;  
inverted) 

' �# �+ L/ �f¡� �: �9 0 �V¡+ �4  ' �+ �� ' �f' �� ! �# �X �' - �4 �a �! ! �k �4 : �/�� k �#
-' �1 �� ! �fY �f L+ ' �k �� �+ �'¡' �V

!#+ 

Gen 29:35 
(Judah;  
inverted) 

! ��K! �' L/ �f ! �� �: �9 0 �V¡+ �4 - �4 �a �! : �/�� k �# ! �#! �'¡= �� ! ��L� !�' 

Gen 30:6 
(Dan;  
inverted) 

0 �G L/ �f ! �� �: �9 0 �V¡+ �4  ' �+�9 �C 3 �/ �f - �� �# -' �!Y �� ' �̂ �1 �G + �% �: : �/�� k �#
0 �C ' �+¡0 �k �Q �#

0'� 

Gen 30:8 
(Naphtali; 
inverted) 

' �+ �k �6 �1 L/ �f � �: �9 �k �#  -' �!Y �� ' �+Kk �6 �1 + �% �: : �/�� k �# ' �k �+ �k �6 �1
' �k �+�) �'¡- �E ' �=�% ��¡- �4

+=6 

Gen 30:11 
(Gad;  
inverted) 

� �E L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �k �# 

 

� �� �C ! �� �+ : �/�� k �# �� 

Gen 30:13 
(Asher;  
inverted) 

: �f �� L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �k �# =L1 �C ' �1K: �i �� ' �V ' �: �f �� �C ! �� �+ : �/�� k �# :f� 

Gen 30:18 
(Issachar; 
inverted) 

: �)< �j �' L/ �f � �: �9 �k �#  ' �k �= �1¡: �f �� ' �: �) �g -' �!Y �� 0 �= �1 ! �� �+ : �/�� k �#
' �f' �� �+ ' �= �% �6 �f

:)< 

Gen 30:20 
(Zebulun; 
inverted) 

0K+ �� �$ L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �k �#  �L& � �� �$ ' �=�� -' �!Y �� ' �1 �� �� �$ ! �� �+ : �/�� k �#
 - �4 �a �!-' �1 �� ! �i �f L+ ' �k �� �+ �'¡' �V ' �f' �� ' �1 �+ �C �$ �'

+�$ 

Gen 30:21 
(Dinah) 

! �1' �G I �/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �k �# - - 

Gen 30:24 
(Joseph) 

5 �2L' L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �k �# : �% �� 0 �C ' �+ ! �#! �' 5 �2�' :�/� �+ 52' 

Gen 32:29 
(Jacob to 
Israel) 

See also Gen 
35:10–11 

 �# : �/ �� �' ��9 �4 �' �� + : �/�� Q
+ �� �: �g �'¡- �� ' �V U �/ �f �L3

+ �)Kk �# -' �f �1 ��¡- �4 �# -' �!Y ��¡- �4 �=' �: �g¡' �V !:< 

Gen 35:17 
(Ben-Oni/ 
Benjamin) 

See Gen 35:18  ! �$¡- ��¡'   �V ' �� �:' �k¡+ �� = �� �X �' �/ �! I �+ : �/�� k �#
0 �C T �+

- 

Gen 35:18 
(Ben-Oni/ 
Benjamin; 
inverted) 

... ' �1L�¡0 �C L/ �f � �: �9 �k �#
0' �/ �' �1 �� L+¡� �:   �9 #' �� �� �#

See Gen 35:17 0 �C 

Gen 38:3 
(Er) 

:   �4 L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �# - - 
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Gen 38:4 
(Onan) 

0Û   �1L� L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �k �# - - 

Gen 38:5 
(Shelah) 

! �+ �f L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �k �# - - 

Gen 38:29 
(Perez;  
inverted) 

7 �: �a L/ �f � �: �9 �Q �# 7 �: �a U' �+ �4 �k �8 �: �a¡! �/ : �/�� k �# 7:6 

Gen 38:30 
(Zerah;  
inverted) 

% �:Û   �$ L/ �f � �: �9 �Q �# - - 

Gen 41:45 
(Joseph’s 
Egyptian 
name) 

 5 �2L'¡- �f !�3 �: �6 � �: �9 �Q �#
 �́ �1 �4 �a = �1 �6   �8

- - 

Gen 41:51 
(Manasseh) 

 - �f¡= �� 5 �2L' � �: �9 �Q �#
! �i �1 �/ :L) �C �!

 =' �C¡+ �V = �� �# ' �+ �/ �4¡+ �V¡= �� -' �!Y �� ' �1 �i �1¡' �V
' �� ��

1f1 

Gen 41:52 
(Ephraim) 

 � �: �9 ' �1 �i �! - �f = �� �#
- �' �: �6 ��

' �' �1 �4 7 �: �� �C -' �!Y �� ' �1 �: �6 �!¡' �V !:6 

Exod 2:10 
(Moses) 

 �f � �: �9 �k �#! �f�/ L/ K! �=' �f �/ - �' �] �!¡0 �/ ' �V : �/�� k �# !f/ 

Exodus 2:22 
(Gershom; 
see also Exod 
18:3) 

-�f �: �E L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �# ! �Q �: �) �1 7 �: x �� �C ' �=' �' �! : �E : �/ �� ' �V :� 

:#� 

Exod 18:4 
(Eliezer) 

: �$ �4' �+ �� � �% �� �! - �f �#  �C ' �� �� ' �!Y ��¡'   �V!�3 �: �a � �: �% �/ ' �1 �+ �c �Q �# ' �: �$ �4  !Y ��
:$3 

Deut 25:9 
(family name) 

See Deut 25:10 #' �1 �6 �C ! �9 �: �' �# L+ �� �: + �4 �/ L+ �4 �1 ! �8 �+ �% �# - 

Deut 25:10 
(family name) 

 =' �C + �� �: �g �' �C L/ �f � �: �9 �1 �#
+ �4 �̂ �! 7K+ �%

See Deut 25:9 7+% 

+31 

Judg 8:31 
(Abimelech) 

 - �) �f �C : �f �� Lf �� �+'   �6K
 - �g �Q �# 0 �C �' �!¡- �� LX¡! �� �+   �'

T �+ �/' �� �� L/ �f¡= ��

- - 

Judg 13:24 
(Samson) 

 � �: �9 �k �# 0 �C ! �i ��   �! � �+ �k �#
 + �G �� �Q �# 0Lf �/ �f L/ �f¡= ��
! �#! �' K! �) �: �� �'Û   �# : �4 �̂ �!

- - 
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1 Sam 1:20 
(Samuel) 

... L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �k �#
+ ��K/ �f

#' �k �+ �� �f ! �#! �' �/ ' �V +�f 

2 Sam 12:24 
(Solomon) 

 L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �k �# /� �: �9 �Q �#
L� �! �� ! �#!' �# !�/Y �f

- - 

2 Sam 12:25 
(Jedidiah) 

I �' ��' �� �' L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �# ! �#! �' :K� �4 �C 

(see also 12:24)

- 

Isa 7:14 
(Emmanuel) 

+ �� K1 �] �4 L/ �f =� �: �9 �# See Isaiah 8:10 

(possible explanation)

- 

Isa 8:3 
(Maher-
Shallal-Hash-
Baz) 

 f �% + �+ �f : �! �/ L/ �f � �: �9
$ �C

See Isaiah 8:4 - 

Isa 8:4 See Isaiah 8:3  � �j �' ' �] �� �# ' �� �� �� : �9 : �4 �̂ �! 3 �� �' - �: �& �C ' �V
 �%¡= �� T �+ �/ ' �1 �6 �+ 0L: �/�f + �+ �f = �� �# 9 �g �] �G +'
:Ki ��

++f 

Isa 8:10 
(Emmanuel) 

See Isaiah 7:14 ...+ �� K1 �] �4 ' �V + �� K1 �] �4 

Isa 9:5 
(titles) 

 + �� {7 �4L' � �+ �a L/ �f � �: �9 �Q �#
-L+ �f¡: �g � �4' �� �� :LC �E

- - 

Hos 1:4 
(Jezreel) 

 : �/�� Q �# � �: �9 #' �+ �� ! �#! �'
+� �4 �: �$ �' L/ �f

 +� �4 �: �$ �' ' �/ �G¡= �� ' �k �� �9 �6K & �4 �/ �L3¡' �V
 =' �C =K) �+ �/ �/ ' �k �C �f �! �# �K! �' =' �C¡+ �4

+ �� �: �g �'

 +� �4 �: �$ �'
+ �� �: �g �' 

Hos 1:6 
(Lo-
Ruhamah) 

... I �/ �f � �: �9 L+ : �/�� Q �#
! �/ �% �: �� +

L3 5' �2L� �� + ' �V- �% �: �� � ... -%: 

Hos 1:9 
(Lo-Ammi) 

' �] �4 �� + L/ �f � �: �9 : �/�� Q �# ...' �] �4 �� + - �k �� ' �V ' �] �4 �� + 

Job 42:14 
(Jemimah, 
Keziah, and 
Keren-
Hapuch) 

 ! �/' �/ �' = �% ��   �!¡- �f � �: �9 �Q �#
 - �f �# ! �4' �8 �9 =' �1 �i �! - �f �#

TKa �! 0 �: �9 =' �f' �+ �i �! 

- - 

Ruth 4:17 
(Obed) 

 �K! � ��L3 L/ �f ! �1� �: �9 �k �#
� �# �� ' �� �� ' �f �'¡' �� �� 

- - 

Dan 10:1 
(Belteshazzar) 

 L/ �f � �: �9 �1¡: �f �� +� �Q �1   �� �+
: �c� �f �& �+ �C 

- - 
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1 Chr 4:9 
(Jabez) 

 7 �C �4 �' L/ �f ! �� �: �9 L] �� �#
:�/� �+ 

� �8�3 �C ' �k �� �+ �' ' �V �83 

1 Chr 7:16  
(Paresh) 

 :' �) �/¡= �f   �� ! �) �4 �/ � �+ �k �#
f �: �a L/ �f � �: �9 �k �# 0 �C 

- - 

1 Chr 7:23 
(Beriah) 

 : �! �k �# Lk �f ��¡+ �� �� � �Q �#
 L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �# 0 �C � �+ �k �#

! �4' �: �C 

L=' �� �C ! �= �' �! ! �4 �: �� ' �V 3: 

List of Place Names 
 

Gen 16:13 
(El Roi) 

 : ���G �! ! �#! �'¡- �f � �: �9 �k �#
' �� �: + �� ! x �= �� �!' �+ �� 

' ���: ' �: �% �� ' �=' �� �: -Y �! - �� �! ! �: �/   �� ' �V  �!' �+ �� 

' ���: 

Gen 21:31 
(Beer Sheba) 

 �K! �! -L9 �] �+ � �: �9 0 �V¡+ �4
3 �� �f : �� �C 

- �!' �1 �f K3 �C �f �1 - �f ' �V 3�f 

Gen 22:14 
(YHWH 
Yireh) 

 �Q �# - �! �: �� �� � �: �9
 ! �#! �' �K! �! -L9 �] �!¡- �f

! �� �: �' 

! �� �: �' ! �#! �' : �! �C -#Q �! : �/ �� �' : �f �� !�: 

Gen 26:20 
(Esek) 

9 �g �4 : �� �C �!¡- �f � �: �9 �Q �# L] �4 K9 �j �4 �=   �! ' �V 9g3 

Gen 26:22 
(Rehoboth) 

 =L��% �: I �/ �f � �: �9 �Q �#
: �/�� Q �# 

 �! ! �k �4¡' �VK1 �+ ! �#! �' �' �% �:  �%: 

Gen 28:17 
(Bethel;  
inverted) 

See Gen 28:19   -L9 �] �! � �:L^¡! �/ : �/�� Q �# � �:' �Q �#
 : �4 �f ! �$ �# -' �!Y �� =' �C¡- �� ' �V ! �$ 0' �� ! �O �!

- �' �/ �i �!

- 

Gen 28:19 
(Bethel;  
inverted) 

See also Gen 
35:7, 15 

 �] �!¡- �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �# -L9
 $K+ - �+K� �# + ��¡=' �C �K! �!

! �1�f� �: �+ :' �4 �!¡- �f

See Gen 28:17  =' �C
-' �!Y �� 

Gen 31:47 
(Galeed) 

 : �� �' 0 �� �+ L+¡� �: �9 �Q �#
 L+ � �: �9 ��9 �4   �' �# � �=K� �! �g

� �4 �+ �E

See Gen 31:48 - 

Gen 31:48 
(Galeed) 

See Gen 31:47  �O �! + �E �! 0 �� �+ : �/�� Q �# -LQ �! U �1' ��K ' �1' �C � �4 !
� �4 �+ �E L/ �f¡� �: �9 0 �V¡+ �4

� �4...+ �E �! 
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Gen 31:49 
(Mizpah) 

: �f �� ! �a �8 �] �! �#  f' �� : �= �_ �1 ' �V U �1' ��K ' �1' �C ! �#! �' 5 �8 �' : �/ ��
K! �4 �: �/ 

!68 

Gen 32:3 
(Mahanaim; 
inverted) 

 �K! �! -L9 �] �!¡- �f � �: �9 �Q �#
   �/- �' �1 �%  

! �$ -' �!Y �� ! �1 �% �/ - �� �: : �f �� �V ��9 �4 �' : �/�� Q �# !1%/ 

Gen 32:31 
(Paniel) 

 -L9 �] �! - �f ��9 �4 �' � �: �9 �Q �#
+ ��' �1 �a 

 + �8 �̂ �k �# -' �1 �a¡+ �� -' �1 �a -' �!Y �� ' �=' �� �:¡'   �V
' �f �6 �1 

!16 

Gen 33:17 
(Succoth) 

0 �� �Q �# ! �=�V �2 3 �2 �1 ��9 �4 �' �#  L+
=�V �2 ! �g �4 K! �1 �9 �/ �+K = �' �C 

=LV �2 -L9 �] �!¡- �f � �: �9 0 �V¡+ �4 !)2 

Gen 35:8 
(Allon-
Bacuth) 

=K) �C 0LX �� L/ �f � �: �9 �Q �#  = �% �k �/ : �� �d �k �# ! �9 �� �: = �9 �1' �/ ! �:�� �G = �/ �k �#
0LX �� �! = �% �k + ��¡=' �� �+ 

0LX �� 

Gen 50:11 
(Abel-
Mizraim) 

 ' �1 �4 �1 �V   �! 7 �: �� �! � �fL' � �: �Q �#
 � �& ��   �! 0 �: �� �C + �� �� �!¡= ��

 ! �$ � �� �V¡+ ��   �� K: �/�� Q �#
- �' �: �8 �/ �+ 

- �' �: �8 �/ + �� �� I �/ �f � �: �9 0 �V¡+ �4  + �� ��
- �' �: �8 �/ 

Exod 15:23 
(Marah;  
inverted) 

! �: �/ I �/ �f¡� �: �9 0 �V¡+ �4  �) �' �� + �# ! �= �: �/ K�� �Q �# ! �: �] �/ - �' �/ =�k �f �+ K+
- �! -' �: �/ ' �V 

:/ 

::/ 

Exod 17:7 
(Massah and 
Meribah) 

 ! �_ �/ -L9 �] �! - �f � �: �9 �Q �#
! ��' �: �/K 

 ! �#! �'¡= �� - �=�_ �1 + �4 �# + �� �: �g �' ' �1 �C �' �:¡+ �4
0 �' ��¡- �� K1 �C �: �9 �C ! �#! �' f �' �! :�/� �+ 

!21 

�': 

Exod 17:15 
(altar) 

 �#' �_ �1 ! �#! �' L/ �f � �: �9 �Q  - - 

Num 11:3 
(Taberah) 

 �K! �! -L9 �] �!¡- �f � �: �9 �Q �#
! �: �4 �� �k 

! �#! �' f �� - �� ! �: �4 ��¡' �V :3� 

Num 11:34 
(Kibroth-
Hattaavah) 

 -L9 �] �!¡- �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �#
! �# �� �k �! =L: �� �9 �K! �! 

 �= �] �! - �4 �!¡= �� K: ��   �9 - �f¡' �V-' �K ��  :�9 

!#� 

Num 21:3 
(Hormah; 
inverted) 

! �/ �: �% -L9 �] �!¡- �f � �: �9 �Q �#  ' �1 �4 �1 �V   �!¡= �� 0 �k �Q �# + �� �: �g �' +L9 �C ! �#! �' 3 �/ �f �Q �#
- �!' �: �4¡= �� �# - �! �= �� - �: �% �Q �# 

-:% 

Num 32:42 
(Nobah; 
inverted) 

 = �1 �9¡= �� ��V �+ �Q �# T �+ �! % ���1 �#
 �C¡= �� �# ! �+ � �: �9 �Q �# �!' �=�1

L/ �f �C % ���1 

- %�1 
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Deut 3:14b 
(villages of 
Jair) 

 L/ �f¡+ �4 - �=�� � �: �9 �Q �#
 � �4 :' �� �' =�K �% 0 �f �C �!¡= ��

! �O �! -LQ �! 

- :'�' 

Josh 5:9 
(Gilgal;  
inverted) 

 �K! �! -L9 �] �! - �f � �: �9 �Q �#
! �O �! -LQ �! � �4 + �E �+ �E 

 � Q �# ' �=LX �E -LQ �! �µ �fL! �'¡+ �� ! �#! �' : �/�
- �)' �+ �4 �/ - �' �: �8 �/ = �a �: �%¡= �� 

++� 

Josh 7:25a 
(Achor) 

See Josh 7:26b U �: �V �4 �' K1 �k �: �) �4 ! �/ �µ �fL! �' : �/�� Q �# - 

Josh 7:26b 
(Achor) 

... -L9 �] �! - �f � �: �9 0 �V¡+ �4
 � �4 :L) �4 9 �/ �4 �K! �!

-LQ �! ! �O �!

See Josh 7:25 :)3 

Judg 1:17 
(Hormah; 
inverted) 

 :' �4 �!¡- �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �#
! �/ �: �% 

 KV �Q �# #' �% �� 0L3 �/ �f¡= �� ! ��K! �' T �+ �Q �#
I �=L� K/' �: �% �Q �# = �6 �8 � �fL' ' �1 �4 �1 �V   �!¡= �� 

-:% 

Judg 1:26 
(Luz) 

 �K! $K+ I �/ �f � �: �9 �Q �#
� �4 I �/ �f ! �O �! -LQ �!  

- - 

Judg 2:4 
(Bokim) 

See Judges 2:5  ! �X �� �! -' �: �� �G �!¡= �� ! �#! �' T �� �+ �/ : �C �� �V ' �! �' �#
 - �+L9¡= �� - �4 �! K� �g �Q �# + �� �: �g �' ' �1 �C¡+ �V¡+   ��

KV �� �Q �#

- 

Judg 2:5 
(Bokim) 

 -L9 �] �!¡-   �f K� �: �9 �QÛ   �#
 �C �$ �Q �# -' �)�C �K! �! - �f¡K%

! �#!'   �+

See Judges 2:4 !)� 

Judg 15:17 
(Ramath 
Lehi;  
inverted) 

 = �/ �: �K! �! -L9 �] �+ � �: �9 �Q �#
' �% �+ 

L� �Q �/ ' �% �X �! T �+ �f �Q �# : �C �� �+ L=Z �) �V ' �! �'Û   �# '%+ 

Judg 15:18a 
(En Hakkore) 

See Judges 15:19d  �'¡+ �� � �: �9 �Q �# ��� �/ � �/ �8 �Q �#! �#! - 

Judg 15:19d 
(En Hakkore) 

... 0' �4 I �/ �f � �: �9 0 �V¡+ �4
 � �4 ' �% �X �C : �f �� � �:Ld �!

! �O �! -LQ �!

See Judges 15:18a �:9 

Judg 18:29 
(Dan) 

0 �G :' �4 �!¡- �f K� �: �9 �Q �# + �� �: �g �' �+ � �XK' : �f �� - �!' �� �� 0 �G - �f �C 0� 

1 Sam 7:12 
(Ebenezer) 

... 0 �� �� I �/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �#
...: �$ �4 �! 

 ! �a �8 �] �!¡0'   �C - �g �Q �# = �% �� 0 �� �� + ��K/ �f % �d �Q �#
! �#! �' K1 �: �$ �4 ! �̂ �!¡� �4 : �/�� Q �#... ...0 �i �! 0' ��K 

0�� 

:$3 
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2 Sam 5:17b 
(Baal-
Perazim; 
inverted) 

 -L9 �] �!¡- �f � �: �9 0 �V¡+ �4
 �a + �4 �C �K! �!-' �8 �:  

- �' �/ 7 �: �6 �V ' �1 �6 �+ ' �� �'��¡= �� ! �#! �' 7 �: �a : �/�� Q �# 7:6 

 

2 Sam 6:8 
(Perez-
Uzzah;  
inverted) 

Lacks -f 

 7 �: �a �K! �! -L9 �] �+ � �: �9 �Q �#
! �O �! -LQ �! � �4 ! �O �4 

! �O �4 �C 7 �: �a ! �#! �' 7 �: �a : �f �� + �4 � �# �� �+ : �% �Q �# 7:6 

! �O �4 

2 Sam 18:18 
(Absalom’s 
monument) 

 L/ �f¡+ �4 = �� �c �] �+ � �: �9 �Q �#
 � �4 - vY �f �� �� � �' I �+ � �: �d �Q �#

! �O �! -LQ �! 

- - 

1 Kgs 7:21 
(Jachin and 
Boaz pillars) 

 - �9 �Q �# 0' �) �' L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �#
 ' �+� �/ �j �! �K] �4 �!¡= ��
$ �4�C L/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �#

- - 

1 Kgs 16:24 
(Samaria) 

 :' �4 �! - �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �#
0L: �/�f... ! �1 �C : �f �� 

......: �! �! ' �1�� �� : �/ �f¡- �f + �4  :/< 

2 Kgs 14:7 
(Jaktheel) 

+ �� �= �9 �' I �/ �f¡= �� � �: �9 �Q �# - - 

Ezek 20:29 
(Bamah; 
inverted) 

 � �4 ! �/ �C I �/ �f � �: �d �Q �#
! �O �! -LQ �! 

 �/�� �# -' �� �C �! - �k ��¡: �f �� ! �/ �C �! ! �/ - �! �+ �� :
- �f 

!/� 

1 Chr 14:11 
(parallel to 2 
Sam 5:17b; 
inverted) 

 -L9 �] �!¡-   �f K� �:   �9 0 �V¡+ �4
-' �8 �: �a + �4 �C �K! �! 

 : �/�� Q �# �' �# �G - �f - �V �Q �# -' �8 �: �a¡+ �4   �� �C K+ �4 �Q �#
 �� -' �!Y ��   �! 7 �: �a �' �# �G 7 �: �6 �V ' �� �' �C ' �� �'L�¡=

- �' �/ 

7:6 

+3� 

2 Chr 3:17 
(parallel to 1 
Kgs 7:21) 

 0' �) �' ' �1' �/ �' �!¡- �f � �: �9 �Q �#
$ �4�C ' �+� �/ �j �! - �f �# 

- - 

2 Chr 20:26 
(Beracah; 
inverted) 

 - �f¡= �� K� �:   �9 0 �V¡+ �4
 ! �) �: �C 9 �/ �4 �K! �! -L9 �] �!

-LQ �!¡� �4 

LQ ��K - �f¡' �V ! �) �: �C 9 �/ �4 �+ K+ �! �9 �1 ' �4 �� �: �! -
! �#! �'¡= �� K) �: �C 

(:� 


